DUCK & CHAMPAGNE
Available Tuesday - Thursday & Sunday
Call 023 8063 6387 to Reserve

Lotus

Gingko

Prosecco Villa Marcello DOC Treviso

Champagne Louis Roederer Brut Premier

£55/pp

£78/pp
Peony
Welcome cocktail
Champagne Louis Roederer "Cristal" Brut 2012
Dessert Wine Pairing

£252/pp

Begin
Eastern Sea Waltz

Black Pearl

Wild north Atlantic king scallops are seared perfectly, accompanied by

This delicate starter excites your pallet with an attitude. The charcoal

the famous Oscietra caviar, also known as Black Gold. The freshness

bun delivers outstanding fragrance from natural charcoal powder of

of the sea is heightened through our special sesame soy Amazake

Taiwan. This jewellery has a secret to share - a soft heart, made with

dressing. Instantly, you have an Eastern waltz in the sea, presented

sweet golden salted egg custard, melting all your troubles away.

with Himalaya jasmine tea infused dry ice smoke.

Follow
Blue’s Aquilaria
The pricy Aquilaria is rare, as it takes very long for the nature to produce. Its identity is distinct, aromatic and special, and can be easily identified
from far distance. Our signature roasted duck shines with the similar magic, the meaty fragrance maximised by the traditional technique; 72 hours
marinated and intricate cooking methods. Embellishing with caramelised sesame sugar and white wine hoisin sauce, the authentic flavour is unique
and elegant yet opulent.

Finish
Thai Midnight Breeze
The brisk granita flavoured with Thai basil softens the bitterness of dark chocolate choux and sings in harmony with fresh raspberry cream tenderly
completing the courses.

Purchase of the Duck & Champagne experience must be made 48 hours in advance of the reservation and reservation will be made at the time of purchase. Minimum 2 guests to book for experience
and only available for parties in multiples of 2. Subject to availability of the restaurant. Service is not included in the purchase price; therefore a 12.5% discretionary service charge will be added to
your bill. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer or voucher. Menu only sold as a package and does not include any other item the guest may order from other menus. Menu available TuesdaysThursdays and also Sundays, however we reserve the right modify or remove the availability of the offer at any time.

